The Standard for Deepwater Solutions
Deepwater Well Access
The PRT Offshore Advantage

We deliver well access equipment and services to deepwater operators worldwide. Our innovative and streamlined solutions, experienced team members, and personal approach raise the bar on industry standards.

As an API Q2 and ISO 9001 certified company, our attention to quality is unsurpassed. We rapidly recognize and respond to our customers’ changing needs while always keeping safety and quality as top priorities.

Our purpose is to provide smart, innovative simplicity to the deepwater marketplace by developing streamlined solutions that outperform traditional options.
Hook to Hanger™

- Inline Compensator
- Coiled Tubing Lift Frame
- Surface Test Tree
- Quick Union
- Subsea Landing String
- Lubricator Valve
Inline Compensator

Our Inline Compensator enhances all Hook to Hanger equipment by adding a passive compensation option to vessels equipped with active-heave drawworks. Featuring a versatile and lightweight configuration, our compensator is ideal for well completion and intervention projects.
ProFrame™
Coiled Tubing Lift Frame

Our industry leading ProFrame system features adaptive accessories to meet your project requirements. With a hydraulic hoist for installing surface equipment, it is the smallest and lightest frame capable of accepting all coiled tubing injector heads.
HOSS™
Wireline Lift Frame

Essential for wireline applications and available in high tonnage working configurations, the HOSS (Hydraulic Operated Spreader System) allows for increased safety in material handling during the installation of surface equipment. This system provides a well center work window during deepwater completion and intervention activities.
Surface Test Tree

Our Surface Test Tree connects to the landing string, providing surface isolation during well completion and intervention activities. The system allows for interface with wireline and coiled tubing operations complete with isolation valves above and below an industry proven load-bearing swivel.
Quick Union & Lubricator Valve

The Quick Union (above) provides a robust connection below the Surface Test Tree.
Lubricator Valve

The Lubricator Valve (below) can operate under high pressures with bidirectional pressure containment. Situated in the landing string below the rotary, this valve offers pressure testing capability for the introduction of well intervention tooling.
Subsea Landing String

Our Subsea Landing String integrates with the tubing hanger running tool to control both the tubing hanger and upper completion hydraulic and electrical functionality. With modular components, superior cutting capability, and rapid response times, our Subsea Landing String is fully customizable to the rig BOP and adaptable to our customers’ changing needs.
ProComp™
Production Work Tower

Our ProComp supports coiled tubing, wireline, and hydraulic workover operations. The modular design adapts to a variety of applications, reduces crane usage, and compensates for movement on floating production facilities. The ProComp can be customized with innovative accessories to meet your intervention needs.
Intervention Work Tower

Our Intervention Work Tower is a modular structure used for rigless well intervention projects. The Tower provides a safe environment for activities over an open moon pool while incorporating a working crown compensation and skidding system. Our Intervention Work Tower reduces crane utilization and allows operation to continue in harsh weather conditions, maximizing efficiency.
Accessories

Our team will work with you to select the right deepwater accessories to best meet your project requirements.

**Tubing and Casing Handling Equipment**
- Elevator Bails
- Elevators
- Beckets & Bails
- Bowls & Slips

**Tubing Safety Valve Packages**
- Safety Valves
- Tubing Crossovers
- Casing Crossovers
- IBOPs
- Pump-in Subs
- Handling Plugs
- Stabbing Guides
- Drifts
- Thread Protectors

**Additional Rental Equipment**
- Swivel Tables
- Companion Flanges
- Safety Clamps
- Plug Valves
- Pup Joints
- Riser & Adapter Spools
- DSAs
- Spacer Spools
- Casing Swages